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Brief  Historical  Introduction

The challenges  to  the  free  access  to  the  holy  sites  of  the  respective  religions  in the  Holy  Land  are not

restricted  to preventing  the  faithful  ly visiting  their  places  of  worship  but  have  to be

cor3side  der  g rspective.  The history  ofinsisting  on the  free  access  goes  back

visited  the  Church  of  the  Holy  Sepulcher  in 637  AD with  Patriarch

i urch  when  the  noon  call  to  prayer  was  heard.  This  symbolic

to  the

Soph

and pra

holy  places  u

to regulate  freedom  of  access,  ion and  worship  in the  Holy  Sepulcher  and  six other  Christian

sites.  When  General  Allenby  entered  Jerusalem  on December  11,

effect  that  the  holy  places  will  remain  under  the  existing  religious  custodianship  arrangements.  The

L:eague of  Nations  ratified  in 1922  the  British  Mandate  of Palestine  with  the  specific  recommendation  of

h ens  r generations  to come  the  right  of  Christians  to  their  own

man  Abdul  Majid  issued  the  Status  Quo  decree  that  sought

1917  he made  a statement  to  the

"preserving  existing  rights  and  of  securing  free  access  to  the  Holy  Places,  religious  buildings  and sites

and the  free  exercise  of  worship."  The  dispute  in 1929  over  the  Western  Wall  which  led to  violent

confrontations  between  Arab  and  Jew  led to the  International  Commission  of  the  Western  Wall  which

concluded  that  the  Wall  and the  Pavement  in front  are the  ownership  of Muslims  while  Jews  have  full

access  and  devotional  rights  with  restrictions  on worship  such  as placing  of  benches,  etc.  The  GA

Resolutions  181  of  1947  and 194  of  1948  recommended  respectively  for  Jerusalem  to be placed  under

international  trusteeship  and  the  internationalization  and demilitarization  of  the  city  in order  to

preserve  free  access  and protection  ofJerusalem's  holy  sites.  While  freedom  of  access  is not  limited  to



Jerusalem  and  its holy  sites,  the  central  issues  surrounding  freedom  of  access  revolve  around  the  city

and its holy  sites  to  the  three  monotheistic  religions  pre-1967  but  more  pressing  post  1967,  particularly

on holy  sites  considered  holy  both  by Muslims  and  Jews.

Following  the  June  War  of  1967  and  the  Israeli  occupation  of East Jerusalem  and  the  West  Bank,  the

Knesset  passed  the  Protection  of  the  Holy  Places  Law -  1967  which  subscribed  to protecting  the  holy

places  from  desecration  and  ensuring  freedom  of  access  to  the  different  religions.  The  same

commitment  was made  when  the  Law declaring  Jerusalem  capital  of  Israel  was  enacted  in 1981.  In

August  1967  the  Israeli  government,  in a move  that  would  impact  the  status  of  all holy  sites  in the  Old

CityofJerusalem,designatedtheOIdCityasantiquities,astepthati  cludedAIHaramAISharifandthe

Western  Wall,  which  practically  prohibited  Musfims  and Ch a a carrying  out  any needed

renovations  on their  holy  sites  within  the  Old City  withopt  I of  the  relevant  Israeli

authorities.  Israel  proceeded  to  take  steps  that  would  excl  ly e unilateral  Jewish  claims  to the

disadvantage  of non-Jews  in holy  sites  that  are co  a sacred  to  mo  n one  religion.  The

International  community  was  against  any  unilate  ures  by Israel  in  a East Jerusalem.  US

Ambassador  to  the  UN Arthur  Goldberg  stated  in t  a I a ne 1967  that  his

government  position  on Jerusalem  incll.ides  the  Christians  and

Jews,  and  that  no unilateral  action  wil  ken on  Itation  with

Ambassador  to  the  UN Arthur  Goldberg  stated  in t  UNGA  special  sessio  ne 1967  that  his

governmentpositiononJerusalemincl1.idesthe  oftheinterestsofMu  Christiansand

Jews,  and  that  no unilateral  action  wil  ken on the  status  ofJerusalem  without  co  Itation  with

religious  leaders  of  all faiths  and  conce  a Special  session  resolutions  2253  and 2254  nulled  the

measures  of Israel  to change  the  status  n July  1969  US Ambassador  to  the  UN Yost  told

the  Security  Council  followa  the  arson  fire  ian "tourist"  to  AI Aqsa  Mosque  where  the

historic  and priceless  a ddin  was  I ed that  Jerusalem  occupies  "a  unique

international  standi  no action  shou  itho  rd to  Jerusalem's  special

history  and  special  pla  e world  community.  Organization  of Islamic  Conference  (01C) was

formed  in response  to  the  n in Se ber  of  1969.  UNGA  resolution  3236  of  1974

calls  for  i i le a raeli  withdrawal  from  the  Occupied

ng Ara  e recognition  of  the  PLO as sole  representative

people.  I The European  Economic  Community  adopts  "Venice  Declaration"

"it  will  not  accept  any  unilateral  initiative  designed  to change  the  status  quo  of

I . Basic  Law  Jerusalem  "eternal  and undivided"  capital  of Israel.  UNSC Resolution  478

rejects  Israel's  cla  East Jerusalem.  IN response  to Israel"s  claim  over  East Jerusalem  as part  of  its

capital,  UNSC resolut  8 rejects  Israel"s  claim  to East Jerusalem.

In 1988  PLO Chairman  Arafat  declares  an independent  Palestinian  state  with  East Jerusalem  as its capital

and acceptance  of  UNGA  resolution  181.  This  was  followed  by Madrid  Peace  Conference  and  the

eventgal  signing  of  the  Oslo  Accords  in September  1993  with  framework  of  negotiations  that  stipulated

discussing  the  final  status  of  Jerusalem  within  five  years.  In 1994  Jordan  and Israel  signed  the  Wadi

Araba  agreement  that  recognized  Jordan's  "historic  role"  as custodian  of  Jerusalem's  Muslim  holy

places.  In 1995  Congress  Jerusalem  Embassy  Act  to move  by 1999  but  American  Presidents  waived  the

implementation  of  the  ACT until  December  2017  when  President  Trump  signed  an order  for  its

implementation.  In response  UN General  Secretary  Mr.  Guterres  remarked  that  "Jerusalem  is a final

status  issue  that  must  be resolved  through  direct  negotiations."  In response  one  hundred  and  twenty-

Territo  a

of  the

which  stat

Jerusalem."



eight  countries  voted  in emergency  session.of  UNGA  on December  21, 2017  to  null  any  decision  or

action  that  could  alter  character,  status  or  demographic  composition  ofJerusalem.  Call on states  to

refrain  from  establishing  diplomatic  missions  in the  city.

In September  28, 2000  Sharon  visits  AI Haram  AI Sharif  starts  of  the  Second  Intifada.  In 2002  Arab

League  adopts  the  Arab  Peace  Initiative  -  peace  with  Israel  in exchange  of  withdrawal  to pre-1967  and a

Palestinian  state  with  East Jerusalem  as its capital.  In 2012  Palestine  recognized  by UNGA  as a non-

member  observer  state.  In 2013  King  Abdullah  of  Jordan  and President  Abbas  of  Palestine  sign  an

agreement  reiterating  Jordan"s  role  as defender  and  custodian  of  the  Muslim  sites  in Jerusalem.

Freedom  of  Access:  Persistent  Challenges

According  to a study  prepared  for,  and under  the  guidan  itte'e  on the  Exercise  of  the

Inalienable  Rights  of  the  Palestinian  People  on the  Status  o a 7, the  challenges  to

freedom  of access  pointed  out  in that  report  continue  to inhibit  the  full  exercise  of  the  freedom  of

access  for  Palestinians  to  their  holy  sites.

r honorable  committee  in 1997.
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Of  relevance  here  is the  fact  that  the

has virtually  divided  Bethlehem  from

touristic  purposes  the  twin  cities  hav

at the  Southern  border  of  Jerusalem.
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Bethlehem  organization  calls  for  the
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uded  together  with  Jerusalem.  When  Open

penin  p of Bethlehem,  it is precisely  because  Jerusalem

from  each  other;  their  historic,  religious  and  geographic

ny future  political  settlement.

ich continue  unabated  under  the  Christian  and Muslim  Quarters

as reported  by Emek  Shave,  an Israeli  archaeological  group  that  criticizes  the  use of  archaeology

for  political  purposes,  that  describes  the  Israeli  state  attitude  towards  the  holy  as "organized

mess"  that  enables  ambiguity  and administrative  flexibility  at the  holy  sites  of  some  160  holy

sites  across  the  country  and  that  facilitates  the  eventual  Judaization  and  gradual  state  takeover

of  these  sites,  in more  or  less formal  ways.  Emek  Shave  cites  as example  the  "sanctification"  of

Zedekiah's  Cave  and  the  "sanctification"  of  the  Western  Wall  Tunnels,  which  are being

expanded  into  the  Christian  and Muslim  Quarters,  the  State  of Israel  is appropriating  new  areas

in the  Old City  for  the  benefit  of  Jews.



Violent  Incidents  -  Recurring  incidents  particularly  at Holy  Sites,  and  in particular  at Al Haram  Al

Sharif,  as happened  on July  14,  2017  when  three  Arab  Israelis  killed  two  Israeli  police  officers  on

AI Haram  AI Sharif  compound  and the  ensuing  standoff  between  masses  of  Muslim  believers

who  stayed  day  in and day  out  in the  vicinity  and alleys  surrounding  AI Haram  following  the

decision  by the  Israeli  government  to place  metal  detectors  and other  electronic  devices  to

regulate  the  entry  of  the  faithful  to  the  Mosque  Compound.  Eventually  and  due  to the  pressures

put  on the  Israeli  government  by, among  others,  the  Palestinian  Authority  and  Jordan,  Israel

removed  the  newly  placed  detectors  and  devices  after  a couple  of  weeks.  Violence  is expected

to  continu'e  intermittently  on AI Haram  AI Sharif  compound  extreme  Israeli  right  wing

politicians  have  made  the  visit  and prayer  on AI Haram  esplanade  their  cause  celebre  as

Emek  Shave  points  out.

but  as Emek  Shave  rightly

rrounding  environment,
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archaeological
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logical-tourist  sites  prominently  featuring  a

coupled  with  Land Expropriation  and  Settlement  seeks to

a nofJerusalemtotheexclusionofitsArabPalestinian

Questions  on Free  Access

Separation  of  Bethlehem  from  Jerusalem

Intentionality  -  Sacredness  of  one  holy  site  to more  than  one  religion;  fear  that  the  intent  is not

simply  to  visit  but  to  take  over  the  place.

*  SomeoneraisedthequestionoftheloyaltyoftheWaqfguardsintheAIHaramAISharifisitto

Jordan  or  is it to  the  Palestinian  Authority?  What  difference  does  it make  if the  guards  perform  their

duties  as they  are instructed  to  do. Loyalty  becomes  secondary.



Some  religious  Jews  argue  that  they  shculd  have  the  right  to pray  at AI Haram  AI Sharif.  In

answer  the  Waqf  says that  they  are  welcome  to  visit  but  not  to unfurl  the  flags  and  start  dancing  and

performing  rites.

@ Muslims  are not  allowed  access  for  devotional  purposes  at the  Buraq  (Western  Wall)  or  at

Rachel"s  Tomb,  both  sacred  to  them  and  at same  time  the  Abrahamic  Mosque  in Hebron  is divided  time

and space  between  Muslims  and  Jews  and  this  is enforced  by Israeli  police  and border  guard.

Emek  Shave  in a study  published  in December  2018  argued  in opposition  to  the  project  that  "in  historic

cities,  it is accepted  that  the  values  of landscape  and  preservation  should  be protected,  and  not

sacrificed  in favor  of  gimmicks  and  innovations  that  are foreign  to  the  city's  historical  character."

Furthermore,  the  project  is harmful  to  the  landscape  and architecture.  According  to  the  2018  study,

"The  planned  cable  car  route  to Mount  Zion  is designed  to  cross  the  Ben-Hinnom  Valley.  A section  of  the

route  leading  to the  Kedem  Center  will  run  parallel  to  the  southern  wall  of  the  Old City.  The  developers

are offering  a traffic  rate  of  approximately  72 cars per  hour.  Many  support  pillars  will  be fixed  between

the  stations.  According  to  this  plan,  the  cable  carline  will  become  a very  busy  traffic  artery  involving  cars



moving  along  the  Old City  walls  at almost  any  given  time,  amid  an ugly  landscape  of  support  pillars  and

thick  cables.  This  would  constitute  unprecedented  harm  to  the  landscape  of  the  Old City  and  the  Ben-

Hinnom  Valley.  While  currently  the  valley  comprises  a minor  traffic  route  and  a green  belt  preserving

the  natural  beauty  and  antiquities,  it will  transform  into  a main  transportation  artery  that  will  damage

the  famous  city  skyline.  Many  conservation  experts  and architects  along  with  many  within  the  general

public  are  protesting  the  "Disneyfication"  of  the  Historic  Basin  and  the  aestt';etic  blight  of  cars hovering

over  the  Old City  walls."

A number  of negative  effects  of  the  project  is highlighted  by Emek  Shave:  When  completed  it would

"funnel"  visitors  to sites  such  as the  City  of  David  and  the  Weste  nnels  where  they  would  be

subject  to a "closed"  narrative  of  a national-religious  nature  a conceals  the  non-Jewish  parts  of

Jerusalem"s  past. "The  presence  and  story  of  Christians  an i a Jerusalem,  past  and  present,

disappearasiftheyneverexistedasvisitorswalkqndergrou  ina"SecondTemplereality"orarriveby

air  directlyinto  tourism  and information  centers  run  by organizations  with  a controversial  national-

religious  agenda."

From  an economic  perspective  the  project  would  shift  point  of  entry  to  the  Old City  from  Damascus

Gate  and the  Old City  markets  and result  in economic  profits  to  Elad and the  Western  Wall  Heritage

Foundation  which  will  charge  an entrance  fee  to  the  City  of  David  and  the  Western  Wall  tunnels.  Besides

the  detrimental  effects  on the  residents  of  Silwan  will  affect  their  quality  of life  adversely  as dozens  of

cable  cars  will  be hovering  over  their  homes  every  hour  of  the  day.  Besides  damaging  the  facades  of

houses,  some  of  the  pillars  supporting  the  cable  cars will  be built  on land  belonging  to  these  residents

and to churches  and  monasteries.

EmekShaveconcludes  rchaeologicaltouris  i i

transpo

bound  a
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Emek  Shave  concludes  rchaeological  touris  elopment  in Jerusalem's  Historic  Basin  has

become  inse  from  a . rchaeological  parks,  tunnels  and new

ing a sites i a na numents intended to redraw @eopolitical
nd secure  exclusive  Israeli  sovereignty  over  Jerusalem's  Historic  Basin.  The  cost  of  this

ous, both  because  it is eroding  the  physical  evidence  of  Jerusalem's  diverse  past  and

amental  to  any  future  political  compromise."

The  Greek  Orthodox  Properties  in Jaffa  Gate

The  Imperial  and  Petra  Hotels  Greek  Orthodox  Properties  on Omar  Ibn AI Khattab  Square  at Jaffa  Gate

and AI Muazmiah  house  in Bab Hutta  Jerusalem  were  the  subject  of  a lease  deal  by three  fictitious

foreign  real  estate  companies  belonging  to  the  Ateret  Cohanim  settler  group  in 2004.  Berisford

Investments  Limited  purchased  a 99-year  lease  renewable  for  the  Petra  Hotel.  The  second  transaction,

under  similar  lease  terms,  Richards  Marketing  Corporation  acquired  the  adjacent  two-story  Imperial

Hotel,  with  the  stores  below.  In the  third  transaction,  Gallow  Global  Limited  acquired  the  rights  to a

structure  called  Beit  Azmiya,  in the  Bab Hutta  neighborhood  of  the  Old City.  The  whole  deal  came  to

around  US52million while  the  actual  values  of  the  properties  run into  the  millions.  The director  of  the

finance  department  of  the  Patriarchate  was accused  by the  Church  of  corruption  and  receiving  bribery

to  effect  the  deal  and  the  Church  went  to  court  in order  to  dispute  and  to  annul  the  sale.  The  Patriarch



under  whose  tenure  the  lease  deal  was  performed  was deposed  in 2005  and  a new  Patriarch  elected.

The legal  battle  continued  for  14  years  at the  end  of  which  the  Israeli  court  system  by a ruling  of  the

High Court,  on June  lO'h, 2019,  that  the  lease  deal  was legal  and that  "there  is no disputing  the  fact  that

the  plaintiffs  i.e., the  Greek  Orthodox  Church  were  paid  the  full  consideration  for  the  transactions."

On June  14th 2019  the  thirteen  Patriarchs  and Heads  of Lo'cal Churches  in Jerusalem  issued  a statement

of  the  pers

to cha
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Muslims.

What  Should  be Done?

*  The Cable  Car Project  should  be addressed  by government  to  government  diplomacy  as well  by

the  international  community  highlighting  the  harm  that  would  come  to  the  landscape  and

archaeology  of  the  Old City  of  Jerusalem.

*  Therespectedarchaeologists,urbanplannersandarchitectsandtheotheropponentsofthe

project  should  be encouraged  to keep  at it in presenting  their  case  to the  Israeli  government  so

that  it would  not  approve  the  project.

On the  properties  of  the  Greek  Orthodox  Church,  the  church  intends  to challenge  the  ruling  of

the  High  Court  but  it is doubtful  that  this  would  help  in the  long  run.  Government  to



government  contacts  as well  as insistence  by the  international  community  that  the  present

tenants  of the  properties  should  not  be forced  to leave  them  should  be the  focus  of  the  efforts

while  exploring  how  the  ruling  of  the  Israeli  courts  can be overturned  if new  evidence,  as the

Church  says, points  to bribery  and  corruption  in the  lease  deal.

*  Overall  the  attempts  by settler  groups  and national-religious  Jewish  movements  to  take  over

Arab  properties  in the  Old City  should  be considered  an infringement  on the  Status  Quo,

including  right  to  access  and  the  traditional  community  building  near  the  Holy  Places  by

generations  of  Christians  and Muslims  throughout  history.

* The International  Community  needs  to persist  in monitoring  infractions  on the  right  to  free

aceess  to holy  places  by Palestinians,  Muslims  and Christia  like.

of  the  Holy  Places  of  Jerusalem

a the  Status  Quo  of  the  Holy

The role  of  Jordan,  in specific  the  Hashemites,  as

should  not  be weakened  and  should  remain  a

Places,  in specific  AI Haram  AI Sharif  but  other  sites  as well.

Maintaining  the  Status  Quo,  in spite  of  talk  that  circumstances  a

should  be the  basis in regulating  relationships  to  sacred  holy  places.  a irpportant  especially

when  there  are holy  sites  sacred  to  more  than  one  religion.

* The need  for  a political  solutio  mains  paramount.  Without  such  a solutio  would  include

East Jerusalem  as the  Capital  lestinian  State  and without  respect  for  international

resolutions,  conventions  and  Freedom  (if  Access  will  remain  subject  to  the

manipulation  of  Israel  while  it continues  to  e the  more  extreme  religious  elements

among the  settler  groups  to  change  the  charact  city  to  their  advantage  and  without

regard  to  the  rich  Muslim  and Christian  he a

* Jerusalemremainsauniversa  andth  a I a I i a
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jul/14/shootinz-attack-jerusalem-remple-mount-friday-

TheGuardian,IsraelremovesmetaldetectorsfromholysiteinJerusalem  PeterBeaumontJerusalem

correspondent  Tue 25 Jul20l7  htt.ps.://www.thezuardian.com/world/2017/jul/25/israel-metal-
detectors-removed-from-holy-site-in-jerusalem

The Jordan  Times,  US refutes  reports  of  pressure  on Jo a up Jerusalem  custodianship  June

20,2019  http://www.jordantimes.com/news/local/us  -reports-pressure-jordan-@ive-jerusalem-

custodianship  (Jason  Greenblatt  Assistant  to  President  Dona)d  Trump  and  Special  Representative  for

International  Negotiations  tweeted:  United  States  has not  and  will  not  pressure  Jordan  to  give  up

a rd to  Shrines  as set  forth  in Jordan's  peace  treaty  with  Israel.")its special

Times Vs. Greek  Church  on 3 Major  Purchases  ByJerusa

David  Is ivan 5779  -  10,

https:/  a hpress.com  ews/israe  salem/jerusalem-court-sides-with-ateret-cohanim-vs-

greek-church-on-3-purchases/2019/06/10/

Times of Israel, Jordanian  king says pressured  to alter  custodianship  of  Jerusalem holy  sites By AP and

TOI staff 21 March 2019 https://www.timesofisrael.com/jordanian-kinz-says-pressured-t6-alter-

custodianship-of-jerusalem-holy-sites/


